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Who we are
The Wealth Press is a collaborative attempt to view 
the world through the lens of inequality and to see 
what we find. It has been created and edited by an 
open group of individuals with a concern for ine-
quality and a need to voice those concerns.

What we do
We put those at the margins on the centre page. 
We discover and share the voices muted by society.
We work horizontally and respectfully towards one 
another at all times.

What we stand for
We believe ideas should be shared, not owned. We 
believe in equalising voices. In empowering people 
to tell their own stories, we redefine the parame-
ters of journalism. We believe in investigation, in 
curiosity, and in questioning the status quo.
Get involved!

Get involved!
Anyone can get involved with the Wealth Press; 
whether that is as a writer, a designer, a web editor, 
a photographer, a sub-editor or simply as someone 
with an idea or a story that they want to be told. 
We meet every second Wednesday, from the 21st of 
September onwards. We meet at the London Action 
Resource Centre (LARC) located at 62 Fieldgate St, 
London E1 1ES.

Our next issue will be on work and time — fee-
ding into Wealth Equality’s broader campaign to 
demand a Four Day Week. If you are interested, or 

know anyone who may be interested in contribu-
ting do not hesitate to come along to our first or-
ganising meeting. 
For more information email Aidan at 
aidanmmharper@gmail.com

With Wealth Equality...
Come join us at our mother organization: Wealth 
Equality. We gives voices to those silenced by our 
current economic and political system. Not tied by 
national, cultural or linguistic boundaries, creat-
ing a model towards a better future for humanity, 
recognising the needs of every adult and child and 
enabling all to fulfil their true potential and feel 
valued within the world.
We aim to not only reimagine a world based on the 
equal distribution of wealth but to create practical 
steps towards making that ideal a reality. We do 
this through a wide variety of projects, campaigns 
and events based around the wants and needs of 
our local community.
Find us on www.wealthequality.org
  Facebook: Wealth Equality
  The Wealth Press
    Twitter: @Wealth_Equality

Wealth inequality has a pretty 
simple definition: It’s the une-
qual distribution of assets wit-
hin a population. It describes 
a situation in which there are 
a few with plenty, and a ma-
jority with not very much. 

But when you begin to dis-
sect the term, the ideas surroun-
ding it, and some of the causes 
of this unjust state of affairs, 
things get a little bit more complicated. 

It is well documented that the wealth of the 
world’s 62 richest people is equal to the we-
alth of half of the world’s poorest people. It’s 
worth stating this again. If you were to take 
the bank accounts of the world’s 62 richest 
people and add them all up, it would be equal 
to the sum total of the wealth of 3.7 billion of 
the world’s poorest people.

This is a fact, and it is truly sobering. Though, 
perhaps not surprising. The system of capita-
lism that  conducts our world is one in which 
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wealth — and as a result, pow-
er — comes to rest in the hands 
of the few, at the expense of 

the majority. That is simply 
how our economic systems 
are structured.

The ones most badly affected 
by this system are usually 

people of colour. Wealth ine-
quality often falls along racial 
lines. There are a number of 

reasons for this, but the result is that systems 
of oppression — namely poverty and racism 
— collide, feeding into each other and make 
living just that much harder for the people 
who fall at the intersection. 

But things don’t have to be this way. There 
are things that can be done to change the 
system, and to focus wealth in communities 
of colour in ways that allow them to flourish. 
This issue, we hope to provide you informa-
tion on how wealth inequality and racism 
intersect, and provide steps on how to make 
and facilitate change. 

www.gianninamihalic.dunked.com
http://melinamina.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/349358995252497/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/876886702362627/
https://twitter.com/Wealth_Equality?lang=de
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Islamo-
phobia is 
harming 
Britain

The term “Islamophobia” was first introduced 
as a concept in a 1991 and is defined as “fear 
or dislike of all or most Muslims.” As with all 
prejudices, Islamophobia has real victims and 
its toxicity is spreading across Britain. With 
60% of the public admitting that the British 
have a negative view of Muslims, Islamopho-
bia is a real concern affecting our entire so-
ciety. 

As with any process that creates an “us and 
them” mentality where “us” is “better” than 
“them”, we undermine people’s right to ex-
ist peacefully within society and strip them 
of basic human respect. Prevailing attitudes 
towards Islam are particularly problematic as 
they claim that Islam has no place in British 
society.

Ameerah Khan

Why do we think we know Islam?
A recent report has confirmed that British 
Islamophobes believe Islam to be barbaric, 
violent and inferior to the West. With the 
widest readership in Britain, the Sun newspa-
per alongside other right wing papers, have 
played a pivotal role in constructing harmful 

beliefs in the minds of British citizens. Where 
poverty is rife and where citizens are dis-
empowered, the British press tell us who to 
channel our frustrations towards. It has been 
reported that the national press are respon-
sible for creating an air of suspicion towards 
Muslims, which is more severe than even that 

done to the Irish community in the time of 
the IRA. They have defined Muslims as the 
enemy and immigrants as the threat to our 
economy. In doing so  they have successfully 
deflected attention away from the real cause 
of problems in our economy. 

Call to Action
Let‘s demand fair reporting by the press and crack down on Islamo-
phobic content. Under IPSO law papers are not allowed to mention 
an individuals race unless it is genuinely relevant to the story. We can 
crack down on this illegal practice by making a formal complaint to 
the newspaper. Contact  the Sun on feedback@the-sun.co.uk, and the 
Daily Mail www.dailymail.co.uk/readerseditor. You can also make a 
complaint to The Independent Press Standards Organisation at by 
clicking on this link.

www.dailymail.co.uk/readerseditor
https://www.flickr.com/photos/spicygreenginger/16217735390/in/photolist-qH78Hq-8Xhi2Z-bHqP2P-8i5ZDq-pyHTNa-q3EfSu-bC3bQx-onhmPG-5HbkMn-sxSHW-5SmPjN-9ppNvY-5mkXpr-8brACg-5oxGAj-nUMa44-pM2ZEA-4MdxjV-8N1a7K-d8qQRN-qPtZtg-Cv5tSX-AVW84-rdkLp6-5mqgaL-7G8nnr-6CMaD9-fzB8iE-5SmNEN-6W6M3g-cqoJ2f-7XVnAB-7HKKgV-r6PTrf-q5sFAy-7HPFtS-Curwec-4uY6bA-5mm3Ye-bA1yaM-7xvwtZ-71PMzw-6w5Rt3-6S39uc-6uFe5X-6uKqef-6uFeki-6MKsYJ-8Xhi7v-8XkkQf
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Thought police have come to 2016
The Henry Jackson Society (HJS), is one of the 
most important right wing think tanks you 
have never heard of. It is funded by the same 
individuals who promote anti-Islamic rheto-
ric in the US, and are in the business of pro-
ducing anti-Muslim propaganda and funding 
Islamophobic organisations within Britain. 
As a highly powerful and extremely wealthy 
corporation, it is an important element of an 
elite social class that tells us who to hate and 
what to believe, all to serve their own inter-
ests. It is a terrifying example of the effect of 
wealth inequality. 

The HJS conflates acts of violence and Islam, 
over-represents crime committed by Muslims, 
and ignores the positive anti-terrorism work 
carried out by the Muslim community. 

Who suffers?
Tell MAMA is a public service which meas-
ures and monitors anti-Muslim incidents. 
Those most susceptible to Islamophobic hate 
crime are people whose Islam is visible. Many 
Muslim people now ‘fear for their lives’, avoid 
standing near tube platforms (should they 
be pushed), and even remove their hijabs to 
avoid being targeted. Both online and offline 
incidents are prevalent, and result in bouts 
of depression, anxiety and severe emotional 
distress for victims. Most concerning is the 
residual sense that they are not accepted or 
wanted in Britain. 

What about the suffering of less visible 
Muslims? 
Well, I can tell you from personal experience 
how suffocating it is to have your faith be-

come a global political symbol rather than 
about a spiritual connection between me 
and God. Many social situations turn to a dis-
cussion about Islam. But the discussion is not 
about the Islam I know, and which I have lived 
and experienced, but instead about the sub-
ject of terrorism. This has nothing to do with 
me and I am not positioned to explain away 
the actions of a minority of extremists who 
barbarically execute individuals to spread 
their ideology. I am no expert on their mo-
tivations any more than the next person. At 
this stage I tend to stress that 87 % of victims 
of terrorism are Muslim. 

Many Muslims have shied away from making 
their faith visible, robbing them of their free-
dom and consequently creating a new type of 
“Islamophobia”, where they are now “scared 
of showing their Islam.” 

Islamophobia harms Britain
I fear that there will be a price to pay for this 
prejudice and racism in years to come. Coun-
ter-terrorism experts warn us that Islamo-
phobia could indeed be doing Daesh’s job for 
them – in helping to recruit “home-grown” 
terrorists by preying on rejected, dejected and 
angry young people.

This ought to motivate us to reduce Islamo-
phobia for the sake of a safer Britain. Islamo-
phobia, and indeed ANY form of prejudice, is 
unethical and should have no place in Britain. 
After all, being British should stand for toler-
ance and harmony between different cultur-
al traditions. We should remember that the 
freedom to choose and hold other faiths and 
beliefs is protected in law. 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/28818924@N02/3170664564/in/photolist-5Qbu7q-5Q7dZZ-a52Wgm-5Q7e3i-69EPPc-5Qbu4J-qG4X7s-bG5o1i-2SDhMR-9ybuq-4v89N8-ebgtwm-vRcH3m-6cRuyQ-4HNGeK-J5smbp-qJx9AM-avKbEe-2Qt2u2-334ZxT-5zTQR9-91JuSG-5J3Qxd-3GRjtX-4Kwo2Q-dohA5m-a6KoYv-qSTcKV-e41s8G-5M7Too-5LtbvU-3cE69G-qEY4WH-uwAyq-dXN8ux-5LKwWJ-Ad7Jd-5NVPcH-CCeMe-5zAVrn-5khra-vXdkc-5Q81PZ-ybnqM-d5ionS-D2Daq-qGZSof-8z3xff-hyV7J-q6Kuyc
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All Power 
to the People
The History of the Black Panther Party (BPP) 
shows us the importance of building commu-
nity power through direct action. Rather than 
just criticising the state for a lack of support, 
the BPP turned their local urban environment 
into a political space where they could direct-
ly improve the poor conditions of black com-
munities in the USA in the 1960s and 70s. 

“I’m no longer accepting the things I can-
not change… I’m changing the things I 
cannot accept” — Angela Davis 

Dr Huey P Newton and Bobby Seale found-
ed the BPP in the year of 1966 in Oakland, 
California. They wanted to achieve immedi-
ate justice and radical political change for 
the African-American community, who had 
been exploited and oppressed for the past 
three centuries. They saw themselves as a 
revolutionary organisation who aimed to to 

Matthew Elias Moutos

abolish racism, capitalism, imperialism and 
sexism from society. The BPP operated from 
1966 to 1982 as a revolutionary grassroots 
organisation that helped communities or-
ganise in many ways.  They have sadly been 
remembered for only for their focus on armed 
self-defence, which was only a part of their 
strategy. The BPP were both a revolutionary 
social welfare organisation and a militant 
self-defence association.  Through these 
methods, the BPP aimed to re-invent their 
urban environment in order to achieve Black 
Liberation and free themselves from capital-
ist oppression. 

The BPP adopted the he Black power ideolo-
gy of  ‘revolutionary nationalism’. This came 
from an armed self-defence philosophy that 
was developed by a network of Marxist-Len-
inists and Black nationalists in the late 1950’s 
and early 1960’s. The armed self-defence ide-

ology of the Black liberation movement was 
made up of a wide range of groups including: 
the militant branch of the indigenous Civil 
Rights movement (e.g. the Student Nonvio-
lent Coordinating Committee), Black nation-
alists and Pan-Africanists, Malcolm X and 
members of the Nation of Islam. The BPP’s 
violent resistance therefore had a rich history 
of violent struggle in black struggle. 

The BPP developed many community organi-
sation and mutual-aid strategies, which they 
called survival programmes. The survival pro-
grammes were developed as a way to chal-
lenge the prison-like conditions of the ‘Black 
ghetto’. They also served to undermine state 
authority and inspire social unrest. The pro-
grammes aimed to question the contradic-
tions at the heart of the Keynesian welfare 
system. The BPP claimed that the historic fail-
ure of the U.S. national welfare system to pro-
vide reasonable systems of welfare for the Af-
rican-American community was evidence of 
those contradictions. From the start the BPP 
established many socialist programmes that 
were introduced locally but rapidly spread 
across the United States. These programmes 
provided many essential social and health 
services that would not have existed other-
wise. These programmes included: medical 
research, medical care, ambulance services, 
pest control, schools as well as adult educa-
tion, free breakfast for kids, free clothing and 

shoes, protection services for the elderly, child 
care, legal advice, property maintenance, food 
assistance for families and employment sup-
port. 

These ‘survival programmes’ confronted the 
immediate issues of marginalised communi-
ties. At the same time they  made sure that 
the BPP’s values were turned into an every-
day reality. For example, the free breakfast 
for kids programme was established by Fred 
Hampton in 1968 and became a compulsory 
requirement for all BPP chapters in 1969. The 
programme began in Oakland and was soon a 
daily fixture in the lives of thousands of Afri-
can-American children throughout the Unit-
ed States.  This made sure that people saw the 
starvation of children throughout the United 
States as a direct result of the structural in-
equalities of capitalism. This transformed lo-
cal issues into a criticism of State policy. As a 
result the BPP were able to win national and 
international support in their struggle. 

The BPP’s survival programmes did not just 
educate the masses or improve the conditions 
of inner city living. The BPP offered a vision 
of society founded on the basic principles of 
justice, cooperation and autonomy. It’s histo-
ry shows us that the politics of Black Power 
was a direct progression from African-Ameri-
can demands for self-determination. The use 
of violence was a powerful symbolic rejection 
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of an illegitimate and oppressive state , which 
had failed African-Americans. However, most 
importantly it enabled the BPP to provide the 
African-American community with a degree 
of protection from that state. Because of the 
social and political context in which they op-
erated, safety was essential for effective com-
munity activism.

Today, the economics and politics of austeri-
ty continue to destroy standards of living. It 
does this by cutting public services, leaving 
communities trapped in cycles of poverty and 
oppression. The BPP were revolutionary in 
their attempts to fight capitalist oppression. 
The methods they used to achieve liberation 
can show us how to understand and confront 
the privatisation and cuts to our public ser-
vices today. Sadly, an oppressive state and an 
unequal economy still exist. The same battles 
the BPP fought over poverty and inequality 
60 years ago are still just as relevant today. 
If the state continues to reduce the welfare 
of its citizens, it will be even more necessary 
to defend the community, take back public 
spaces and satisfy the demands of the people 
through radical political acts.

Call to action
Direct Action is one way you can make your voice heard. Direct Action is about people taking 
power for themselves rather than relying on those in power to make positive changes. Speak 
to members of your community to try to identify the immediate issues your community faces. 
Organise meetings to talk about ways you can confront these issues through direct action. Ex-
amples of Direct Action include blockades, pickets, occupations, and sit-ins. In our communities 
it can involve establishing our own organisations such as housing or food co-ops or providing 
services to deal with schools and adult education, legal advice, employment support, property 
maintenance and food assistance for families.     

https://www.flickr.com/photos/ari/3214510455/in/photolist-5U4qSp-5U4die-5U8zy1-5U4j52-5n36oh-5U4gBc-6NyCCk-a5tG5b-qzAAp1-cTaMD9-dFueKq-ewtr7k-9z8cx9-9chSab-7yyJSQ-5U8Cyh-7yuWd8-8gK9Rf-5ziJ9v-cTaHM7-5U8yBN-9z59f2-gVhpX-5U4cY4-9z5ch8
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Feeling powerful and powerless 
Feeling pride and shame
Black power! Let’s speak for the powerless
No…Don’t! We are not all the same.  

This burden is too heavy to relieve
Like Eric Garner we can’t breathe! 
Would your world be better if we all leave?

When you brought us here in the first place.
Are you getting angry? Am I being impolite?
Trying to figure out if by ‘you’ I mean white
Well, if you think I’m talking to you
You’re probably right.

You tell me All Lives Matter like 
we don’t agree?
But I know you say that just to silence me.

You see it’s been this way 
From our ‘discovery’ to our slavery 
Christian ministry to your monarchy
Please read our shared history 

They saw strange fruit. Blood on the leaves 
and splattered on the roots
We see you shoot. No gun in his hand but his 
blood splatters on his boots

All my words are not heard like I’m dumb.
So this finger is not my thumb.
They use their words to see me vex
So I can tell you it’s not my index.
You tell me racism isn’t a thing, 
This finger doesn’t carry my ring!
While your attitude remains so stinky 
This figure will never be my pinky. 

But no.

No power in swearing 
Even if I call you a name 
Or shoot down forty cops 
The system will remain the same.

Likely it will make things worse 
Put more bodies in a hearse. 
More white fears means more black tears
And the cycle will continue.

Owen Aderibigbe

Power 
Fool!

This story is not a logical conclusion. 
Nor is it our nature.
This is not just the way it is, 
But the way it was engineered to be. 
All for the White man’s glory 

Then it was civilise and affect
So you could steal our gold.
Now it is serve and protect
So you can steal our soul 
As you neglect your human compassion and 
empathy 

Replace it with false anthropology
Justify and teach lessons of superiority
For so long as we feel stained with inferiority 

We are your poster boys for crime.
That’s why we all serve time
Prisons are filled with blacks
Like sewages filled with rats 
But they imprison our mind 
Label us the ugly side of mankind
All of this from the colour of our skin. 
It seems this is our biggest sin. 

That’s why I see you complain and I ignore it
Black lives matter never had a silent “only” 
before it.

When you got defensive you never asked 
yourself what you were defending. 
Never asked on whose oppression your 
privilege was depending 
Black is below in all situations. 
So much pride in us yet so much humiliation. 
So much wealth but no rich black nation. 

You owe how many forty acres and how 
many mules?
European empires stole all our jewels.
They took our carrot and used the stick.
Step on us whether it’s international 
or domestic.

But when we discuss it you want to plead 
the fifth. 
So we stick up a fist like that of 
Tommie Smith.

They say you’ve come a long way as if that’s OK. 
You’d come further if you weren’t so rude, 
You just need to adjust your attitude. 
Change your clothes and act more like us 
And please try not to make a fuss.

So I rotate my fist and erected a finger. 
As my anger continues to linger. 

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/video/2014/dec/04/i-cant-breathe-eric-garner-chokehold-death-video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Web007rzSOI
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/apr/23/british-empire-crimes-ignore-atrocities
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/apr/23/british-empire-crimes-ignore-atrocities
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Suppose it’s the same as when we take to 
the streets.
Incite riots to try to lead the fight. 
Steal from your shops
But set our own communities alight

Alright.
Senseless acts say the BBC
Even my own father would probably agree.

But my father always said stupid questions 
get stupid answers.
How many stupid questions have they 
asked us? 
How else would we answer? 

The dilemma of the young, black and 
educated. 
See a problem but you don’t know how to 
medicate it.
When the problem is nowhere 
and everywhere. 
The whole system is unfair 
But we will not be dominated by despair 

Every generation had its black knights.
Our generation looks for our own 
Bruce Wayne’s.  
Exhausting as it is, we will alleviate our pains

What we make from scraps is magic. 
But word to Jesse we are real. 
Even when they hate us we still
Have our cultural appeal. 

But real power is knowing we are not
yet there. 

The system cannot be demolished 
with one action. 
But with the faith of a mustard seed 
we will get our traction 

This oppression is four-hundred years 
in the making 
Our true equality may be four-hundred 
years in the taking. 
But we will take it!
Be twice as good to get half as far.
My mother’s mantra and she broke their 
glass ceilings. 
So we won’t allow despair to dominate our 
feelings. 

R.I.P to those past and present who lost 
there lives to the system.
We’ll summon your spirit to build our own 
Kingdom.
 
We will use our anger to power our dreams, 
Even if our warriors do not leave blood 
streams. 
Our oppressors will know a war. 
Because we know the future we are fighting 
for. 

Social unrest will turn to social unity 
From a local to an international community. 

They will raise the barriers and we will soar 
higher than a pilot.
White oppressors, something is coming and 
it’s scarier than a riot. 

We are Power, fool! 

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/apr/23/british-empire-crimes-ignore-atrocities
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HeRIUPlxlv4
www.gianninamihalic.dunked.com
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The Birth 
of our 
Nation

Jonathan Nomamiukor

On June 17th, 2015, Dylan Storm Roof, a 
21-year-old man from Columbia, South Car-
olina, attended a bible study at the historic 
Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal Church 
in Charleston, South Carolina. Twelve other 
people attended the bible study that day, in-
cluding 41-year-old Clementa Pinckney, the 
church’s pastor and a South Carolina state 
senator. After roughly an hour of Christian 
fellowship, the group elected to close their 
study session with a prayer. During the group 
prayer, Dylan Roof stood up, pulled out a 
Glock 41 handgun, and aimed at 87-year-old 
Susie Jackson. 
Tywanza Sanders, Mrs. Jackson’s 26-year-old 
grandson, stood up, ran between his grand-

mother Susie Jackson and the armed Dy-
lan Roof, and begged him not to shoot. In 
response, Dylan Roof declared that he had 
come to end the lives of the people in the 
room because black people “rape our wom-
en and (were) taking over our country”. Dy-
lan then shot and killed Sanders, along with 
his grandmother Susie. Next, he pointed his 
gun at seven other people, taking the lives 
of 74-year-old Daniel Simmons, 70-year-old 
Ethel Lance, 59-year-old Myra Thompson, 
54-year-old Cynthia Marie Graham, 49-year-
old Depayne Middleton-Doctor, 45-year-old 
Sharonda Coleman-Singleton, and Clementa 
C. Pinckney. Dylans’s explanation as to why 
he killed a room of mostly elderly black peo-

ple is unfortunately an oft-repeated mantra 
of white supremacy. It’s also a quintessential 
part of American political discourse. The no-
tion that an “other” threatens to usurp white 
men from the “property” they feel entitled to 
has served as a catalyst for political crusades 
for centuries.
Consider the role 1915 epic film “Birth of a Na-
tion” played in American History. The film was 
the first American film ever screened in the 
White House and is credited with revitalizing 
the Ku Klux Klan. Much of the imagery we 
associate with the Klan today emerged from 
the film. For example, the burning of crosses 
and wearing of white robes originated from 
Birth of a Nation. The film was both a com-
mercial and critical success, so much so that 
the U.S. Library of Congress enshrined it in the 
National Film Registry.
According to the film, black men were sloven-
ly, shiftless, and driven by their desire to eat 
fried chicken and rape white women. After 
the South lost the civil war, black men won 
elected positions through voter fraud and 
took control of many state and local govern-
ments. In short, the film alleged that black 
people were raping white women and taking 
over the country.
Such a sentiment reared its head merely 
hours before Dylan Roof took the lives of 
nine individuals. On June 16th, the day before 
the Charleston shootings, Donald Trump an-
nounced that he was running for President. 
Whilst doing so, Trump argued that he want-

ed to be President for the same reason Dylan 
Roof killed nine people: dark(er)-skinned men 
were raping his women and taking over his 
country.
Trump told his audience that the Mexican 
government was sending rapists into the 
United States who were dragging the coun-
try down. Mexico, according to Trump, was 
‘sending people that have lots of problems. 
They’re bringing drugs. They’re bringing 
crime. They’re rapists.’ In a speech rife with al-
lusions to yesteryear’s America, Trump’s mes-
sage was clear: he wants to return America 
to the control of his ilk. He wants his country 
back.

The narrative that underpins Roof and 
Trump’s argument is one Americans should 
be intimately familiar with. At their core, 
people like Trump and Roof hate black and 
brown people because they see us as beings 
who ought to be excluded, exterminated, or 
controlled. The mechanisms of exacting that 
control does not often manifest themselves 
in an eruption of violence a la Dylan Roof’s 
massacre. Rather, the much more common 
approach is what we should expect from the 
policies Trump (and to some extent, Hillary 
Clinton) champions: the exclusion and depor-
tation of most brown people foreign to the 
United States, and the legitimization of police 
and vigilante violent oppression against black 
people native to the United States. Either way, 
such racial subjugation is the American way.

Call to Action:
1. Contact your local representative and investigate where she or he stands on police 
demilitarization and immigration policies.
2. Vote.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I3kmVgQHIEY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I3kmVgQHIEY
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/11/27/movies/homevideo/birth-of-a-nation-born-again-for-dvd.html?_r=0
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2015/06/16/full-text-donald-trump-announces-a-presidential-bid/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2015/06/16/full-text-donald-trump-announces-a-presidential-bid/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/hillary-clinton-child-migrants_us_55d4a5c5e4b055a6dab24c2f
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/hillary-clinton-child-migrants_us_55d4a5c5e4b055a6dab24c2f
http://edition.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/1406/17/se.01.html
http://edition.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/1406/17/se.01.html
http://edition.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/1406/17/se.01.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/ronda-lee/hillarys-superpredator-comment_b_9655052.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/ronda-lee/hillarys-superpredator-comment_b_9655052.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/ronda-lee/hillarys-superpredator-comment_b_9655052.html
https://www.flickr.com/photos/stephenmelkisethian/18915472726/
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Whether or not you’re familiar with Brazil-
ian culture, you’re likely to know that every 
year the country stops for five days to enjoy 
Carnival. Traditionally a celebration to mark 
the first day of lent, Carnival has become far 
removed from the original idea of abstaining 
from luxuries. The huge street parties are 
charged with Samba rhythms, parades of col-
ourful costumes, and millions of people. But 
this annual celebration also includes some 
problematic traditions. 

Brazil’s biggest TV network, Globo, is respon-
sible for one of these traditions. Every year 
Brazilians will see the network’s Carnival 
beauty queen dancing during advert breaks 
with nothing but body paint and heels on. 
Known as the Globeleza (a fusion of the net-
works name and the Portuguese for beauty), 
this young beautiful naked dancer has be-
come a staple of the TV network’s Carnival 
tradition. 

The story of a young woman called 
Nayara Justino…

Gabriela de Oliveira

The original Globeleza, Valéria Valenssa, 
the wife of a Globo network designer, ful-
filled this role from 1991-2004, becoming a 
well-known icon of a Brazilian beauty and 
carnival festivities. The position of Globe-
leza subsequently became an on-screen 
competition where viewers call in and vote 
for their favourite Carnival beauty queen. 
It is clear that this tradition highlights 
over-sexualisation of women in Brazil; 
something that reflects profound gender 
inequality in the country. Unless you are 
familiar with the tradition however, it may 
not be obvious that it exposes profound 
racial inequality in the country.

Globeleza has never been white. 
Valéria Valenssa and her successors have 
all been young beautiful mulattas (mixed-
race women) who are praised for their 
beauty, physique and ability to do Brazil’s 
traditional samba dance. The fact that this 

tradition is reserved for women of colour, de-
spite images of beauty being dominated by 
white women in Brazil, demonstrates the dis-
parity between the treatment of white and 
non-white women in the country. 

This disparity was brutally exposed in 2013 
by the experience of Nayara Justino. Justino 
was the first black woman (rather than mu-
latta) to be voted Globeleza. For Carnival in 
2014, Globo advert breaks were vibrant im-
ages of Justino dancing with the usual body 
paint and heels on. However, very quickly 
this twenty-one year old became the target 
of an outpour of racist slurs on social media 
denouncing her as ‘too black’ to be Carnival 
beauty queen. In a short documentary made 
by The Guardian, Justino describes how this 
racism impacted her profoundly. Her depres-
sion onset when she found out the network 
was looking for another Globeleza to replace 
her. 

Soon enough, Justino was told she would no 
longer be Globeleza, but never given a reason 
as to why. The following Carnival, a light-
skinned mulatta by the name of Erika Moura 
was dancing on Globo’s TV advert breaks, de-
spite not having been voted in by the public. 
To put this into context, it is important to ac-
knowledge that Brazil is one of the most eth-
nically mixed countries in the world. During 
the Trans-Atlantic slave trade, Brazil (then un-
der the colonial power of the Portuguese) en-
slaved more Africans than any other country 
in the world. This is reflected in the country’s 
ethnic composition, which in the 2010 census, 
showed that 50.7 % of the population identify 
themselves as black or mixed-race. 

http://www.ibtimes.com/brazil-carnival-2016-videos-photos-rio-de-janeiro-recife-salvador-2298095
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/lorena-monique/mulata-globeleza_b_9097784.html
https://www.theguardian.com/news/video/2016/feb/09/brazilian-carnival-queen-too-black-nayara-justino-video
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2011/nov/17/brazil-census-african-brazilians-majority
https://www.flickr.com/photos/doisbicudos/8469758397/in/photolist-dUrJ6c-kFKLj3-kax5wb-dUrGLR-kzK7tD-dUxdWu-dUrAQZ-dUrJpc-kFLYsk-kFJcWP-kmJ5Wv-kFLqxZ-kFJgpa-ki7UMb-kFPuvb-axuTLG-axsaHB-axsb5T-axuMZ3-axsbfD-axs2dV-axs5s8-axuRHd-axs73B-axs2nR-axuLXs-dTECe9-kFJ76v-koZpKH-dUf4P9-dUxctU-pJkou8-kFEJkV-kvo9Tq-kQJVp4-kG1SiC-dS1Cc8-dUrEMV-dTFtp3-dUaTnV-axs5Dc-axuTo3-axuTWd-axs6F4-axs7gK-axsdaR-axsant-axuTy1-dV2dgr-koxXnR
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So how can such a diverse country have 
such distorted ideas about race? 
Inequality is a huge problem in Brazil, despite 
recent improvements. The country’s colonial 
legacy is reflected in racial inequality: statis-
tics continuously confirm that the poorest 
Brazilians are disproportionately black. This 
economic and social inequality is particularly 
severe for women of colour in Brazil. Rates of 
unemployment, femicide, domestic violence 
and domestic workers are highest amongst 
this group.

This systemic racism has had a long-term 
impact on social attitudes towards black Bra-
zilians: attitudes reflected in the events sur-
rounding the Globeleza competition. When 
describing her shock and sadness at the dis-
crimination she experienced, Justino noted, 
“the comments came from black people too”. 
This demonstrates that profound economic 
and cultural racism has also impacted the 
way black Brazilians perceive their own com-
munity; Justino describes this impact as re-
sulting in “shame” amongst black Brazilians. 
Justino, however, has not allowed this expe-
rience to impose ‘shame’ on her. She has con-
tinued to pursue a career in modelling and 
acting, and has since been cast in a popular 

To follow Nayara Justino on Instagram @nayarajustinooficial
To follow Lupita Nyong’o on Twitter @Lupita_Nyong’o
To read stories and experiences of black women of all ages and backgrounds (in English) see: 
http://blackwomenconfessions.tumblr.com
For an entertainment podcast that speaks on issues of racism and feminism from the perspec-
tive of black women in United States of America: https://www.buzzfeed.com/anotherround
To read more on colourism: http://www.newstatesman.com/society/2013/10/colourism-why-
even-black-people-have-problem-dark-skin

novela (soap opera). Justino has also used her 
story and her platform to stimulate discus-
sion about racism in Brazil. 

In July 2016, Justino partook in a panel dis-
cussion on ‘colourism’, which refers to prej-
udice or discrimination against people of 
colour amongst those from the same ethnic 
or racial group. Her activism has since been 
praised on social media by other black wom-
en in the public sphere such as the American 
Oscar-winning actress Lupita Nyong’o, who 
posted Justino’s picture and story with a 
poem named “It couldn’t be done”. Nyong’o’s 
online support for Justino gave her story more 
exposure in the international media and is an 
example of how social media can be used as a 
platform for black women to speak out. 

In a country with such deeply entrenched 
historic and systemic racism, Justino’s story is 
one of many injustices. Although only a small 
step forward, Nayara Justino, Lupita Nyong’o 
and other black women have begun to find 
space in the public sphere, where they are 
challenging racism, colourism, and patriarchy. 
If you want to live in a more equal society, lis-
ten to them. 

Racism 
Between 
Minorities
A Comment

Justin D. Johnson

The topic of racism is back in the limelight. 
Following the referendum vote, many news 
outlets reported an increase in cases of racial 
abuse and violence. This was mainly commit-
ted by white British people against British 
and non-British minorities.

The importance of this racism cannot be 
overstated. However, minorities must be just 
as as wary of racist views held by members of 
their own communities.

In the lead up to the referendum, I read many 
racist and bigoted posts on social media, 
many repeating the xenophobic slogans of 

the Brexit campaign. Surprisingly, many of 
these posts were written by minorities and 
people of colour - first or second generation 
immigrants themselves.
Society has grown to accept a one-dimen-
sional view of racism - the white aggressor 
and the minority victim. This concept has be-
come so fixed that remarks that would nor-
mally be interpreted as racist are often over-
looked if the speaker is not white.

Racism is not something said or done by a 
white person to a non-white person. Racism 
is the belief that one race is superior to an-
other. This includes the belief that one race 

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/09/is-brazil-making-progress-on-inequality/
http://minorityrights.org/minorities/afro-brazilians/
http://www.telesurtv.net/english/news/Brazil-Sharp-Increase-in-Murders-of-Black-Women--20151111-0032.html
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/268094126_Black_women_victimization_of_domestic_violence_in_Brazil
https://blackwomenofbrazil.co/2013/02/08/brazil-has-most-maids-of-any-country-in-the-world-a-legacy-of-slavery-oppression-and-social-inequality-middle-and-upper-classes-want-to-keep-it-that-way/
https://www.instagram.com/nayarajustinooficial/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/nayarajustinooficial/?hl=en
https://www.buzzfeed.com/anotherround
http://www.newstatesman.com/society/2013/10/colourism-why-even-black-people-have-problem-dark-skin
http://www.newstatesman.com/society/2013/10/colourism-why-even-black-people-have-problem-dark-skin
https://www.facebook.com/NayaraJustinoGlobeleza/photos/a.497151353717467.1073741829.495594063873196/964578090308122/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/NayaraJustinoGlobeleza/photos/a.497151353717467.1073741829.495594063873196/964578090308122/?type=3&theater
http://kikispeakshermind.com/2016/02/18/lupita-nyongo-posted-an-inspirational-poem-for-nayara-justino/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jun/30/police-report-fivefold-increase-race-hate-crimes-since-brexit-result
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/eu-referendum-poster-nigel-farage-polls-michael-gove-a7089946.html
https://www.flickr.com/photos/fleshmanpix/9301215813/in/photolist-faVapT-jhKvcr-kiSkAV-64pqUP-jhKt74-7Xbiyg-rzPAqr-oJ1MWj-q7znmt-soTLoE-smwmx1-JbwtFN-pVWHTi-jhPzAj-qVs3RR-qMBtGM-pYPxs8-scCu8s-rzHYpz-jhLYjt-fb9G89-cjJty9-pVXZJT-qDpsXW-qDwDze-q7RPaV-q7REuZ-pUsXBB-pnDANr-jhLHjP-qVAZTc-rigZuC-s7Jxdv-rinWpg-qCQfvJ-89nE2g-cKjsy1-qTiXqy-jhMgAd-oJ1PW1-22pJ7Y-bRd3Px-psy2Ci-pVTKN6-41Ak7-qiqaW6-7UinjF-q5Qvt5-5zbF5p-hzY4pv
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has more desirable abilities or character 
traits. 

A more accurate narrative would be one 
where minorities were also the perpetrators 
of white supremacy, and not only the victims. 
It is important that we acknowledge this.

Whether by exploiting complexion, culture 
or wealth, minorities pit themselves against 
one another. They do this to secure their place 
in Britain’s social hierarchies – where race is 
often an important feature. Using racist lan-
guage distracts from the true causes of op-
pression. The root cause of this is structural 
inequality. To contest that, we must challenge 
our unfair political and economic systems. 

The reality is that minorities are still under-
represented in politics and are more likely to 
be unemployed. They also have less chance 
of securing a graduate job, and have poorer 
health. While using racist stereotypes may 
provide a bit of economic or social stability in 
the short term, it is self-defeating in the long 
run. Racism adapts and changes to fulfill its 
purpose. An example would be the less-than-
human depiction by the media of white Euro-
peans who come to the UK to work.

What should we do? When discussing rac-
ism, ethnic divisions and conflict need to be 
brought into the fold. Minority communities 
need to take positive steps to challenge and 
expel racism from within their own commu-
nities. They need to also and work to build 
unity with people of all backgrounds through 
their common struggles.
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http://www.theguardian.com/politics/datablog/2014/jul/31/parliament-failing-represent-uk-diversity
http://www.theguardian.com/politics/datablog/2014/jul/31/parliament-failing-represent-uk-diversity
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2014/jan/08/minority-ethnic-workers-more-often-unemployed
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2014/jan/08/minority-ethnic-workers-more-often-unemployed
https://www.iser.essex.ac.uk/2016/02/01/why-british-ethnic-minorities-may-struggle-to-get-well-paid-graduate-jobs
https://www.iser.essex.ac.uk/2016/02/01/why-british-ethnic-minorities-may-struggle-to-get-well-paid-graduate-jobs
http://www.ethnicity.ac.uk/medialibrary/briefingsupdated/which-ethnic-groups-have-the-poorest-health.pdf
http://www.ethnicity.ac.uk/medialibrary/briefingsupdated/which-ethnic-groups-have-the-poorest-health.pdf
http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/brexit/2016/03/09/incomplete-europeans-polish-migrants-experience-of-prejudice-and-discrimination-in-the-uk-is-complicated-by-their-whiteness/
http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/brexit/2016/03/09/incomplete-europeans-polish-migrants-experience-of-prejudice-and-discrimination-in-the-uk-is-complicated-by-their-whiteness/
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Call to Action
Check out this article and this twitter 
account for black-owned businesses 
to invest in. 

Folarin Akinmade

Capitalism as it exists in modern western na-
tions often pits people against one another, 
especially people of colour. Using the work of 
Kanye West, I’m going to explore how. 

I think it’s fair to say that Kanye West is the 
King of Controversy. He usurped the title 
from Eminem some years back. I’d argue that 
Em’ is a far more worrying figure, but the 
people have spoken. ‘Ye is King. He’s also my 
most favourite of problematic faves. This is 
the man who brought us The College Drop-
out, Late Registration (his greatest album to 
date, don’t @ me), and 808s & Heartbreak, 
amongst other classic records. 

This is the man who brought us lyrics like 
these (taken his song “Diamonds From Si-
erra Leone”): 

I thought my Jesus Piece was so harmless
‘Til I seen a picture of a shorty armless
And here’s the conflict
It’s in a black person’s soul to rock that gold
Spend ya whole life tryna get that ice
On a polo rugby it look so nice
How could somethin’ so wrong make me feel 
so right, right?

This is old-skool Kanye at his best, taking a 
serious social issue, and using an inspired 
soul sample as the backdrop to a witty, and 
earnest reflection on his own guilt, as well as 
that of society’s. Here, it’s the issue of Blood 
Diamonds. These are precious rocks, mined in 
countries such as Sierra Leone and the Ivory 
Coast, that deal incredible damage to the na-
tion and people. The methods used are often 
unsustainable, leading to land degradation, 

and the contamination of water supplies. 
Children are regularly forced into labour, and 
the profits from these diamonds often go 
towards supporting warlords, who sweep 
through the nation, leaving devastation in 
their wake.

So the song’s central question is this: How 
can we buy these diamonds, knowing that 
we directly contribute to so much suffering?

Kanye says it’s in a black person’s soul to rock 
that gold. The reason we can be so careless 
about the source of our diamonds is because 
of a deep-rooted desire to shine. It’s a conflict 
you see in a lot of his work, especially in the 
early days. ‘All Falls Down’, a song from his 
debut, is centred on the desire of the black 
individual to demonstrate to the world that 
they’ve made it. And it’s in this song that he 
really gets to the heart of the problem. 

Shine because they hate us, 
Floss ‘cos they degrade us
We tryna buy back our 40 acres

Kanye says that our desire to display wealth 
is a direct consequence of racism. When con-
fronted with the daily realities of a racist sys-
tem, one which seeks to crush your spirit at 
every turn,  seeking any form of power avail-
able to you is the only logical response. This 
desperate grab for power manifests itself in 
many ways in the black community, with hy-
per-masculinity, and misogyny being prime 
examples. These issues are obviously not re-
stricted to the black community. In fact, they 
have been created and upheld by white men 
in the form of the patriarchy. But black men 

can be their most enthusiastic adherents, 
in part because it is a system of power that, 
for once, places them at the top of the pile. 
It provides an opportunity to feel powerful 
in a world that so often reminds us we are 
powerless. 

But Kanye speaks more specifically about 
displays of monetary wealth as a show of 
power which is arguably the most important 
form of power in Western capitalist nations. 
A law, written on a piece of paper, that says 
that you are legally entitled to the same priv-
ileges as those around you ultimately means 
very little in the context of hundreds of years 
of systemic inequality. So, the accumulation 
and display of wealth becomes priority num-
ber one. But often in this pursuit we forget 
about the people who suffer because of it. 
Capitalism works to make the rich richer, and 
on a national and international scale, this is 
most often to the detriment of People of Col-
our and Developing Nations. Whether it’s a 
Non-Governmental Organisation that claims 

There are al-
ways people 
who suffer 
for our shine

to help developing nations, while placing 
them in a subservient role to the west, or a 
Multi-National Corporation that pays its il-
legal-immigrant work-force less than min-
imum wage, before selling them out to the 
Home Office, the result is the same. There are 
always people who suffer for our shine. 

That isn’t to say that I believe we should re-
move ourselves from the economy entirely. 
But we should be mindful of where we put 
our money, for example by investing it in 
communities of colour. This way we can cre-
ate an economy which enables black commu-
nities to flourish, rather than suffer.  

As bad as things are, we can make it better. 

https://www.buzzfeed.com/victoriasanusi/6-uk-businesses-with-black-owners-you-need-to-check-out-righ?utm_term=.neMKozzzD#.axy2r0001
https://twitter.com/ukblackowned
http://time.com/blood-diamonds/
http://time.com/blood-diamonds/
https://mediadiversified.org/2013/11/18/whats-the-problem-with-black-masculinities/
https://mediadiversified.org/2013/11/18/whats-the-problem-with-black-masculinities/
http://blogs.wsj.com/economics/2016/08/09/it-would-take-228-years-for-black-families-to-amass-wealth-of-white-families-analysis-says/
http://money.cnn.com/2016/08/09/news/economy/blacks-white-wealth-gap/
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2014/apr/13/occupy-right-capitalism-failed-world-french-economist-thomas-piketty
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/truth-free-trade-hypocrisy-doctrine-7th-feb-2016-simon-osemwegie
http://www.venture-mag.com/index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&id=245:the-hypocrisy-of-the-free-trade-discourse&Itemid=12
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/aug/04/byron-burger-betrayed-workers-true-scandal-rigged-labour-market-exploit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=30&v=ka341GxUla4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=30&v=ka341GxUla4
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